Motto

History of Business

Help First, Business Second

Bio-One was founded in 2007

Mission
Provide high quality decontamination and biohazard cleanup services while treating
clients with the privacy and compassion that difficult moments demand.

Brief Description
Bio-One thrives by following a basic premise: provide top-notch decontamination and biohazard
cleanup services while treating clients with the privacy and compassion that difficult moments
demand. Our certified technicians not only provide professional biohazard removal services to
homes and businesses, but they do so at an affordable price and with little interruption as possible,
assuring that difficult cleanup situations restore spaces to safe and habitable places.

Services

Notable Information

Coronavirus disinfection
Crime scene cleanup
Suicide cleanup
Blood spill cleanup
Hoarding cleanup
Decomposition and undiscovered death cleanup
Emergency vehicle decontamination
Odor removal
Teargas cleanup
Mold remediation
Rodent droppings cleanup and disinfection
Feces and urine cleanup
Sewage backups
Homeless encampment cleanup

As of 2021, the number of Bio-One
franchises have increased 145% in the
last 3 years with over 100 locations in
41 states.
Bio-One was called to remediate the
following mass shooting tragedies in
the United States:
- 2017 Las Vegas at Mandalay Bay
- 2016 Pulse Nightclub
- 2016 San Bernardino School
- 2011 Sandy Hook Elementary

Recent Awards/Recognitions
2021, ranked in Entrepreneur magazine’s 42nd Annual Franchise 500 at 241, and number one
in crime scene cleaning and trauma scene cleaning. Ranked in the Franchise 500 list four years
in a row, beginning in 2018.
2021, received Best Franchise Opportunity and ranked in the top 100 Franchises in the nation
in FranchiseRankings.com.
2020, ranked in Entrepreneur magazine as Best of the Best, a list of 113 companies that
performed best in their categories.
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James McArthur, Bio-One Owner
“So much can be said about being part of a force greater than yourself. Like anything new, it’s a
scary, awesome, exciting experience and more. I have been with Bio-One for over 8 years, I have
watched the company grow and become the best at being the best. Like a professional athlete,
you have to put in that work, and just like the athlete, you’re not alone in your climb. Over 100
Bio-One franchises across this great country are here to help you. My one regret is that I should
have bought a franchise sooner.”

Travis Nichols, Bio-One Owner
“Bio-One changed my life. I was looking for a way to serve my community and provide for my
family at the same time, when I came across this franchise opportunity. I bought my first territory
after finding the corporate team to be like-minded and values driven. The community of
franchisees has been an invaluable source of encouragement, support and wisdom on this
journey. Three years later, I bought my second franchise that is doing even better than the first!”

Rebecca Wallace, Bio-One Owner
“My husband and I opened up our Bio-One office in 2018 in Flagstaff. We have received so much
support from Bio-One Inc. to make sure that we can reach our full potential. We get to help our
community, partner with other amazing companies and be more available for our children than
ever before. On top of that, all of the other offices are great to work with and support one another.
The only regret we have is not purchasing an office sooner.”

Nick-Anthony Zamucen
Founder, Bio-One, Inc
NZamucen@BioOneInc.com
(303) 625-6543
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